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Abstract. Requirements engineering approach through intentional perspective is one of the
arguments that appear in the field of requirement engineering. That approach can explain the
characteristics of the behavior of an actor. The usage Goal Based Workflow and KAOS method
in iStar modeling might help the system analyst to gain knowledge about the internal process
inside each of actor sequentially, such that the whole sequential activity to achieve the goal are
exposed clearly in those actor’s internal process. The adoption of the concept of the role of
RACI diagram on Role Based Goal Oriented Model system analyst gain complete knowledge
about requirements of actor who involve in a system. System analyst might also distinguish the
dependency between each actor in each process. Those dependencies are exhibited in strategic
dependency model. In addition, the internal activities of the actor are also shown in strategic
rationale model.

1 Introduction
Requirement Engineering is the first step in the adoption of an information system. Requirements
Engineering has a purpose to understand the system users needs, which is realized by identifying the
involved component in the system. Requirement Engineering in Software Engineering that identifies
the actual user’s requirement is a critical part that determines the successfulness of system
development. The main constraint in gathering the requirement is the difficulties in understanding the
application domain [1].
Designing a system that suitable with the user requirement is still challenging. This challenge is
lied on the difficulty to rely on the results of mainly found in the difficulty to rely on the results of
catching system requirement [2]. When users express their needs, all of those requirements is only the
beginning concept of the solution, hence the actual needs is still unrevealed [2]. Because Requirement
Engineering is a bridge that connects the world of informal stakeholder needs with the world of formal
system behavior, therefore the understanding of the system, the conceptualization of system character,
identification of the system constraints, understanding of system development cycle, and system
analyzation are required [3].
Requirements engineering approach through intentional perspective is an arguments that appear in
the field of requirement engineering. That approach is able to explain the characteristics of an actor
behavior, with the expected model by an actor that can be obtained without specifying their behavior
a
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precisely. In the i*(iStar) modeling that focused on intentional perspective and understand the
relationship between actors in a domain of behavior, but rather to how the system can help improve
the relations between social actors in an organization [4].
Several researches on iStar modeling have produced various requirements engineering model.
iStar modeling has represented successfully the relation between actors in term of tasks, goals and
resources. iStar can also describe the processes that occur on each actor. iStar has been modified to
represent the requirements model in hierarchical based on organizational structure, in such way
relationship between actor are possible to be observed on organization level that has been written in
Requirement Engineering Model for Cloud Computing University Using iStar Hierarchy Method [5].
But until now the development of modeling iStar can’t representing about role in a process explicitly.

2 Literature Review
2.1 The Approach of Goal to Understand The Organization’s Situation and Needs
In understanding the organization needs, the way to represent knowledge of the domain, structurally is
needed. Describe the overall business situation and also includes cooperation between actors and goals
of each group in the organization. In describing the situation, goal has a function as a motivation
resource from each intentionality, which is manifested in actions, or procedures that occur in the
organization.
2.2 Goal Based Workflow
Goal based workflow approach describes the interaction between actor that associated with goal. In
this approach goal is represented explicitly. The model express the organization of tuple [G, A, R],
where G is the “goal” set, A is the “actor” set, and R is the “resource” set [6]. A set of actor will
collaborate utilizing a set a resource to achieve the organization’s goal from an organization, such as
depicted in the figure 2.
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Figure 1 Goal Based Workflow

2.3 Keep All Objects Satisfied (KAOS)
KAOS might be described as the framework from several paradigms that enables to combine various
different level of thought along with its reasoning. KAOS modeling language is part of KAOS
framework to elicit, specify, and analyze goals, requirement, scenario and tasks responsibility [4].
The Element of KAOS [4] consists of following terms:
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x Goal is defined as the set of behavior or circumstance that have to be fulfilled or accepted by the
system in the predefined condition [7]. The goal definition must be clear enough such that could be
verified if the system is able to fulfill that goal.
x Softgoal is used to documentions the system’s alternative behavior, such that its satisfaction
could be verified. The satisfaction level of the softgoal is restricted by the predefined limit.
x An agent is the object that has a function to process the activity operation. An agent, that is an
active component, could represent human, hardware, software, that has specific role in achieving
the goal.
x There are three kinds dependencies between goals in KAOS [4]:
x AND/OR-decomposition is the relation that describes the hierarchy of goal and its sub-goal. It
explains a goal is achieved if all of its sub-goal is achieved (using AND decomposition) or if there
is at least one of its sub goals is achieved (using OR decomposition).
x Potential conflict is the relation that express in certain condition the achievement of a goal
would hinder the achievement of another goal. This conflict usually appears if there are any
differences among stakeholder’s interest and point of view [7].
x Responsibility assignment is the relation between agent and a goal. The agent has the
responsibility to achieve the goal.
2.4 iStar
The iStar(i*) approach is centered on the stakeholder of the system and also the relationship between
stakeholder. Through this approach the requirements of the systems could be learn easily, especially if
there is specific requirement in the domain, and also preparing the change of requirement in the future
[2].
iStar approach express the dependability between actor and the goal that should be achieved, task
that should be done, and resource that should be provided. In addition of goal, softgoal is also
introduced to express non-functional requirement. The i* name itself stand for “distributed
intentionality, in which i* place the intention of the actor in the context of social network between
actors [4]. Those actor could be referred to human or machine. Actors are described as entity that can
act freely, restricted by its relation with another actor, cannot be known or controlled fully, and have
explicit knowledge to exercise certain action [4]. In order to describe the actor entity, i* complements
it with motivation and intention attribute [4]. Instead of focus on actor behavior, intention and relation
property is used to describe the actor. Actor has a relation with another actor, due to there is goal that
want to be achieved, task that should be done, and resource that should be provided.
Dependency that describe the intentional relationship between two actor are represented in
following term:
Æ Dependum Æ Actor2
Actor1Æ
Where “dependum” means kind of dependency and explain the deal between two entities. The first
actor is the party that needs something from the second actor. Type of dependency can be categorize
into 4 types [4]:
x Goal is the condition or circumstance to be achieved by the stakeholder. It is stated as
emphasizing in representation language. How to goal could be achieved is not defined, therefore the
alternative should be considered.
x Task defines the certain course to do some action. If task is defined as the subcomponent of
higher task, it restricts the higher task to certain action.
x Resource is an entity (physically or information). The main concern here is the availability of the
resource and identifies the provider if external party provides it.
x Softgoal is the condition that has subjective level of satisfaction. Its purpose is not defining
precisely only follow its interpretation.
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iStar Modeling consists of:
1) Strategic Dependency (SD), describes the dependency relationship between actor, that is the
strategy of each actor to understand:
a. What do they need?
b. How they can achieve their needs?
c. To whom they depend in achieving their need?
2) Strategic Rationale (SR), modelize what is happening inside actors, and how the actors achieve
their need. SR models consists of:
a. Mean – end link: represents the task that need to be done to achieve the final result. The final
result could be goal, task, resource or softgoal.
b. Task decomposition link: represents the relation between task and its subcomponent. Its
subcomponent could be goal, task, resource and softgoal.
Contribution link: represents how positive is the goal’s, resource’s, or task’s contribution to the
achievement of certain softgoal.
2.5 RACI (Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed)
RACI Chart is the matrix that describes the role of parties in completing certain work on a project of a
business process. This matrix is very useful in explaining the role and responsibility of entity in a
project or process. RACI itself is stood for Responsible, Accountable, Consulted and/or Informed. As
can be seen in figure 2 RACI chart [8]:

Source: IT Governance, 2007
Figure 2 RACI chart

Following are the description of RACI chart value:
x Responsible: The person or entity who exercise the activity.
x Accountable: The person or entity that responsible has the authority to take the decision in certain
circumstance.
x Consulted: The person or entity that his feedback and advice is required to complete the activity.
x Informed: The person or entity that has the right to know the result of the activity or the decision.

3 Research Methodology
The perspectives and experiences of the researcher influence a research design. These views and
experiences are used to guide how and for whom the research problem is being investigated, what
research approach and methods of gathering suitable research data will be used.
Author will focus on developing new modeling framework based on the existing goal and
intentional based modeling framework. The comparison between existing modeling framework, and
how each model influences the proposed modeling framework will be described. Finally, the author
will make a modeling framework and describe the sequence process needed to implement the
framework to the real case.
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4 Role Based Goal Orientation
In this study, this model analyzed based on four criteria: description of goal, actor, softgoal, and task
and event. Analysis of requirement engineering models in describing the goal, actor, softgoal, task and
event notation and briefly summarized in Table 1 is a table of analysis among models.
From the summary Table 1, models will be chosen is the model that will become a basic
reference in the design requirement engineering approach and must have the ability to represent a goal
and derivatives of these goals in detail relations and cooperation between the actors in the domain that
will be described. Model iStar is the right model to serve as a basic reference in this study. But iStar
models also have shortcomings, i.e cannot represent the role of the actor, therefore needed a concept
that can represent the role of the actor. Based on the results of literature study RACI diagram is an
appropriate concept to be adopted in this modeling.
RACI in an organization is necessary, because it describes positions, roles and functions of each
actor in the organization. RACI defines the responsibility of each actor in the organization for each
business process. RACI allows the business process designer to allocate actor’s responsibility on
every business process vary from each other according to the needs of the business process, which
makes RACI is flexible. RACI can also identify if there is overload of work on an actor, so the
distribution of responsibility can be optimized.
Therefore it can be concluded that the concept of RACI is highly appropriate to fulfill
deficiencies in this model because RACI is useful to identify actors and relationships between actors
in the modeling that describes the dependence of the actors of the goal to be achieved, the task will be
done and the resources that will be provided.
Table 1 Table of comparison among models
Model

Goal

Actor

Softgoal

Task and Event

KAOS,
1990

Has 4 models
representation.In
modeling goal,
task is not
expressed.

Only knows agent concept.
Cooperation between
agents can not be observed
explicitly. There is not
actor role in the process.

Softgoal is represented as
goal. The constraint in
achieving the goal is
expressed as obstacle.

Goal
Based
Workflo
w, 1994

Has goal
representation,
which is derived
into simpler goal.

Introduces actor concept,
but the relationship
between actor can not be
observed. There is not actor
role in each of process.

Does not introduce softgoal
concept.

iStar,
1995

Has goal and
softgoal
representation,
and also expresses
task and another
entities in the
same model.

Shows the cooperation
between actors explicitly.
There is not further
exploration on role and
position of actor (even
though there is available
syntax)

Has softgoal representation,
and negative or positive
contribution relationship, by
which the progress of softgoal
achievement can be observed.

Task has more detail
representation in
operational model, by
expressing the
relationship between
event and task.
Task and event concept
are represented by
activity. The model
expresses the sequence
of activity in achieving
the goal.
Model iStar can not
express the operational
side of view, which is
the sequence of event in
achieving the task.

4.1 Deconstruction Model
Translation of the model modification from models deconstruction can be seen in Table 2, Table
Deconstruction Model
Table 2 Table Models Deconstruction
Model/Concept

Proses

Output

Goal Based Workflow

Deconstruction

x Sequence

KAOS

Deconstruction

x Task
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Model/Concept

Proses

Output

iStar

Pra Deconstruction

x Strategic Rationale Notation
x Strategic Dependency Notation

iStar: Strategic Rationale

x Goal

Deconstruction

x Resource
iStar: Strategic Dependency

Deconstruction

x Actor

RACI

Adoption

x Role

From the results of Table 2 the obtained models proposed are composed by elements of the output of
the process from deconstruction on every model.
To further improve the modeling is made, then the first deconstructed into elements essential
constituent of the proposed model.
The proposed model consists of two notations models:
1. Strategic Dependency; In building the strategic dependency notation on the proposed model used
the following considerations:
a. The basic model used is a model of strategic dependency on istar.
b. iStar strategic models doesn’t show the dependency on the role of each actor on each process,
requiring modifications to the notation to describe the role of the actor on every process.
c. In the proposed model uses the concept of RACI diagram to explain the role of each actor, and
then roles in the RACI diagram notation on the model adopted as proposed strategic
dependency.
2. Strategic Rationale; In building the strategic rationale notation on the proposed model used the
following considerations:
a. The basic model used to create the strategic rationale notation is modeled on istar strategic
rationale model.
b. Strategic Rationale model on istar illustrates the task that will do by each actor in order to
achieve the goal of every actor, but does not show the sequential order of the task performed by
the actor.
c. To illustrate the sequential task sequence then adopted elements of Goal-Based Workflow
modeling. KAOS has event concept that is used as a substitute for the task on Strategic
Rationale for on proposed model.
4.2 Design Process Model
The proposed model called Role-Based Goal Oriented Model is derived from the characteristics of the
model created. Role-Based Goal Oriented Model has two main notations the same as the model
iStar(i*), namely strategic dependency and strategic rationale that has been modified.
Strategic dependency consists of six stages, as depicted in figure 3. At the end of this stage,
strategic dependency notation is obtained as the final result (see on Appendix A).
1. Decompose
System Into
Process and
Sub-Process

2. Identify actor
involved in each
process and
sub-process

3. Identify
actor’s role in
each process
and subprocess

4. Relate
process and
sub-process

5. Represent
actor having
two or more
roles

6. Strategic
Dependency
Notation

Figure 3. Stages Modelling Notation proposed Strategic Dependency

Furthermore, the strategic rationale modelling stage consists of four stages, as depicted in figure 4.
At the end of this stage, strategic rationale notation is obtained as the final result (see on Appendix A).
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1. Identify task
and resource
dependency
between actor

2. Break down
task and
resource into
atomic activity

3. Indetify
required
resource to
start sequence
of activity

4. Strategic
Rationale
Notation

Figure 4. Stages Modeling Notation proposed Strategic Rationale

Having obtained a complete figure of the internal activities inside the actor, the next step is to
draw notation strategic rationale. One strategic rationale notation represents one entry in the column
actors. Sequences of activity become a task on the strategic rationale.

5 Conclusion and Further Research
5.1 Conclusion
Based on the discussion of the research that has been done, produced some of the conclusions that can
be delivered as follows:
1. Modeling iStar at the time of requirement engineering can be more easily understood, especially
aware of any special requirements in a domain and also can determine the understanding of the
relationship between actors. But in the absence of modeling iStar furthers exploration of the role
and position of actors in each process and cannot display the operational side, the series of events
that occur in living a task.
2. By modifying modeling Role modeling Based iStar be Goal Oriented proven model can also
determine the dependence between actors and also the role and position of actors in each process
shown by strategic dependency and can identify what activities are happening at each actor
sequentially so it is clearly visible construction sequences to achieve the goal in the internal
processes of the actors represented by the strategic rationale.
5.2 Further Research
Suggestions for further research are as follows:
1. In Role Model Based Goal Oriented Construction needed a tool that is appropriate to adopt this
model.
2. The development of this model can also be used in different organizational forms that involve
actors who are part of the organization.
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Appendix A
Strategic Dependency Notation
A

I

C

Legend
Dependency
Relation
Between Actor

D

(1)
Actor 1

D.4.1:<G>
D

Role’s Area

Actor
D.X.Y:<T> Task need to be done by
Actor X for Actor Y
D

D

D.1.5:<G>

R

Aktor with
Role > 1

(3)
Actor 3

D.1.2:<G>

D.1.4:<T> D

(4)
Actor 4

R/A/C/I

D.1.2:<T>
D

D

D.1.5:<T>

Goal need to be achived
D.X.Y:<G> by Actor X dependent to
Actor Y
Resource need to be
D.X.Y:<R> provided by Actor X for
Actor Y

Proces

D.2.3:<G>
D

D.5.2:<G>
D
D

(2)
Actor 2

(5)
Actor 5

D.3.2:<G>

D

D.2.5:<R>

Process A

A

I

C

D.4.1:<G>
D

D

D.1.2:<G>

D

(3)
Actor 9

D

D

D.1.5:<G>

R
D.1.5:<T>

D

C
(1)
Actor 2

D.4.1:<G>

D.1.4:<T>

(4)
Actor 9

A

I

(1)
Actor 5

D.1.2:<T> D

(4)
Actor
10

D.2.3:<G>

D

D

D.1.5:<G>

R

D.1.2:<T>

D

D

D.1.5:<T>

D

D.5.2:<G>

(2)
Actor 6

(5)
Actor 5

D

(5)
Actor
11

D

D.2.3:<T>

D

D.2.5:<R>

D

D.2.5:<R>

Process A.1

Process A.2

Strategic Rationale Notation

Activity 23
Activity12

Goal 1

Goal 1
Activity 22
Activity 11

Actor 1

Actor 2
Activity 21

Activity 33
Activity 42

Goal 1

Goal 1
Activity 32
Activity 41

Actor 3

Actor 4
Activity 31
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Resource 41

D.2.3:<G>
D

D.5.2:<G>

D

(3)
Actor
13

D.1.2:<G>

D
D.1.4:<T>

(2)
Actor
12

D

D.3.2:<G>

